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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

To print the truth is a recognized creed among pro-

fessional communicators, but as researchers in mass

communications began to study the news process from a socio-

logical viewpoint, it became apparent that journalists rarely

attained this goal and sometimes deliberately avoided its

attainment.

The realization that all news is a product of individual

perceptions, involving numerous value judgments, prompted

journalists and social scientists to study the newsroom as a

social unit. Described as gatekeeping studies,1 this re-

search attempted to understand the behavior of the newsman

who decides what is or is not published. Results indicated

that the professional communicator prints news to please

1Kurt Lewin, Field Theory in Social Science (New York,
1954), p. 201. Lewin coined the gatekeeping concept when he
wrote, "news travels through channels and certain places
within these channels serve as gates through which news items
might or might not be admitted."

1
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rather than to tell the public what they need to hear, pri-

marily because news is a product manufactured by two social

forces which influence the decision-making process of newsmen.

One is a societal influence in which media attempt to

maintain cultural consensus, recognized in organizational

shoptalk as the "don't upset the apple cart" policy; the other

is an institutional influence which requires the newsman to

keep the boss happy instead of keeping the public informed.

Such demands in acquiescence jeopardize accurate reporting;

consequently, truth in news reporting has become the exception

rather than the rule.

In 1950, David M. White conducted the first study to

analyze the reasons given by a newsman for rejecting various

types of news stories and the first to define the decision-

making process of a newsman as gatekeeping.2 In this study,

White found that the newsman selects news based upon his own

set of experiences, attitudes, and expectations. He said,

"it begins to appear . . . that in his position as 'gate-

keeper' the newspaper editor sees to it (even though he may

never be consciously aware of it) that the community shall

2
David M. White, "The Gatekeeper: A Case Study in the

Selection of News," Journalism Quarterly, XXVII (Fall, 1950)
p. 383.
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hear as a fact only those events which the newsman, as a

representative of his culture, believes to be true. "3 White

studied only one editor's selection of news and recommended

more intensive studies, but as Walter Gieber said, "his

gatekeeping study remains a tour de force in the literature

on the sociology of journalism."4

Gatekeeping studies began to support this premise by

White that the newsman selects only those items which he

believes to be true. Findings by Warren Breed indicate that

society in its influence on the selection of news causes

editors to choose news items which maintain the values or

norms of society and to omit news items which injure faith in

society or its institutions. Breed also believes that

failure to report the news fully "may be the result of a

responsibly made decision in good conscience and may function

positively to maintain individual and social virtues. "5

3
Ibid., p. 390.

4 Walter Gieber, "The_ Telegraph Editors: A Stud of Com-
munication Behavior," unpublished doctoral dissertation,
School of Journalism, The University of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisconsin, 1956, p. xii.

5Warren Breed, "Mass Communication and Sociocultural
Integration," Social Forces, XXXVII (Fall, 1958), p. 110.
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Gatekeeping studies also indicated that an institutional

influence bears on the selection which sacrifices accurate

reporting. Again it is Breed who argues that reporters

follow the policy of the paper because a newsman realizes

that his "source of regards is located not among the readers,

who are manifestly his clients, but among his superiors and

colleagues. "6

Like Breed, Gieber said in his study of sixteen tele-

graph editors that "newsman select information or news items

based not upon personal evaluation but upon the values of

his employer which is an accepted part of the newsroom

environment."7 He also indicated another misuse of the

bureaucratic structure by newsmen. Gieber believes it is

used as an end instead of a means to report news, that is,

the newsman becomes more concerned with the goals of pro-

duction than the needs of the audience.8 He described the

6Warren Breed, "Social Control in the Newsroom," Social
Forces, XXXIII (May, 1955), p. 335.

7Walter Gieber, "Across the Desk: A Study of 16 Tele-
graph Editors, "Journalism Quarterly, XXXIII (Fall, 1956),
pp. 423-432.

8Walter Gieber, "News is What Newspapermen Make It," in
People, Society and Mass Communication, edited by Lewis A.
Dexter and D. M. White (New York, 1964), p. 180.
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telegraph editor as being passive, saying, "the press associ-

ation was more instrumental in making the selection of news

than the telegraph editor."

These findings by Gieber and Breed typify the conclusions

of those who examined messages within mass media channels and

studied those newsmen who control the fate of a news item.9

Findings indicate that the newspaper editor does not remain

aloof from undue influences and, in many instances, is not

telling the story as it is. Gieber believes the first gate-

keeping study by White made it obvious that "news is what

newspapermen make it."1 He feels it is important to explore

the social forces which bear on the making of news, for short

of understanding them, he says, we cannot understand what

news really is.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was an analysis of the selection

of news by newspaper editors in another culture.

Purposes of the Study

The purposes of this study were

1. To examine the news perceptions of three French

foreign news editors.

9 Ibid., p. 175 10Ibid., p. 173
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2. To discover if social forces influence the selection

of news.

3. To discover if personal attitudes of a foreign news

editor affects his selection of U.S. news.

4. To learn whether the institution that employs the

foreign news editor affects his selection of U.S. news.

5. To find out if the societal influence to maintain

cultural consensus affects selection of U.S. news by a French

foreign news editor.

6. To discover if there is a relationship between the

number of news items received in a category and the selection

of news items from the same category.

Questions to be Answered

To carry out the purposes of this study, answers were

sought to the following questions:

1. Do values of the French culture affect the selection

of U.S. news items?

2. Do the three French news editors have to adjust

their selection of U.S. news?

3. Do the attitudes of the French editors affect their

selection of U.S. news?

4. Do the publication production problems affect the

selection of U.S. news by the French editors?
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5. Does the content of the wire affect the selection of

U.S. news; that is, will there be a relationship between the

number of items received in a category of news and the se-

lection of news items from the same category.

Background and Significance of the Study

All news consists of perception. Wilbur Schramm, in de-

fining news, said that news " . . . is not an event but some-

thing perceived after the event. It is not identical with

the event, rather it is an attempt to construct the es-

sential framework of the event . . . "11 Bruce Westley and

Malcolm S. MacLean, Jr. pointed out the importance of con-

structing the essential framework of an event by choosing

information containing shared meanings between a gatekeeper

and the audience.12 They said the crucial characteristic of

the gatekeeper theory is that the gatekeeper decodes a

message for his audience "into some form of a symbol con-

taining meaning shared by him and his audience."1 3

11WilburSchramm, "The Nature of News," Journalism
Quarterly, XXVI (September, 1949), p. 259.

12 Bruce H. Westley and Malcolm S. MacLean, Jr., "A Con-
ceptual Model for Communication Research," Journalism
Quarterly, XXXIV (Winter, 1957), pp. 31-38.

13 Ibid., p. 34.
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Westley and MacLean contend that these shared meanings

are associated with symbols. Since all messages are trans-

mitted in codes (symbol system), a gatekeeper decodes a

message by selecting not only those symbols possessing a com-

mon meaning for him and his audience but also those symbols

which evoke a common attitude valued either by the social or

institutional system within which he functions. Westley and

MacLean said a gatekeeper survives in his role only to the

extent that he satisfies the needs of his audience, 4 but

Schramm had pointed out earlier that "the gatekeeper knows he

must create the desired impression in order to succeed in his

role as a communicator. "J5

In the discussion of communication, Schramm also pointed

out the importance of the sharing of experience among indi-

viduals in the act of communication.16 The larger the area

of understanding, the more effective will be the communication,

but this involves one of the oldest rules in journalism:

"know your community."

14
Ibid., pp. 31-38.

15
Schramm, "The Nature of News," p. 259.

16WilburSchramm, "How Communication Works," in The Pro-
cess and Effects of Mass Communication (Illinois Press, 1954).
p. 6.
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According to the studies discussed, a newsman should

perceive and perform the role of a communicator not only in

the light of the environment of his community but also of his

newsroom.

Societal Influence

Sociologists say that mass media provide society with the

means to maintain order and social cohesion. Robin Williams

termed the suppression of news "blocked communication," and

he believes the media were one of the major cohesive factors

in American society. He said:

It is as if there is a tacit agreement not to
express or to become aware of what would be dys-
functional.1 7  We need careful research in this area,
for observation already shows the existence of a mass
of specific devices for thus suppressing disruptive
elements. We suspect that a study of areas of
blocked communication would often reveal conflicts
that remain nondisabling only so long as they are
kept from overt crystallization.1 8

1 7 "Effects which are undesirable from the point of view
of the welfare of society of its members are called dys-
functions." Charles R. Wright, "Functional Analysis of Mass
Communication," in People, Society, and Mass Communication,
edited by Lewis A. Dexter and D. N. White (New York, 1964),
p. 98.

18 Robin Williams, Jr., American Society (New York, 1951),
p. 529.
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Williams' theory initiated studies in "areas of blocked

communication" and sociologists Thomas and Znaniecke,1 9

20 21
Redfield, and Hughes found that media aid in the creation

of a cultural consensus. Hughes believed the newspaper aided

in this consensus by helping individuals understand them-

selves and understand their role in society. She said,

".. . in a period of rapid social change it is perhaps the

most robust medium the demos, or even sophisticated people

have found for expediting an understanding of themselves."2 2

Louis Wirth believes an authoritarian society rests upon

unanimity but a democratic society "rests upon a sense of

group identification 'and participation in the life of a

society."23 He said communication in a democratic society

19
W. I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecke, The Polish Peasant,

cited in Warren Breed, "Mass Communication and Sociocultural
Integration," Social Forces, XXXVII (Fall, 1958), p. 110.

20 Robert Redfield, Tepoztlan, pp. 1-14, cited in Warren
Breed, "Mass Communication and Sociocultural Integration,,"
Social Forces, XXXVII (Fall, 1958), p. 110.

21
Helen M. Hughes, News and the Human Interest Story

(University of Chicago Press, 1940).

22 Ibid., p. 291.

Louis Wirth, "Consensus and Mass Communication,"
American Sociological Review, XIII (February, 1948), p. 10.
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is the united instrument and the main framework of its social

web:

Consensus is supported and maintained not mere-
ly by the ties of interdependence and by a common
cultural base, by a set of institutions embodying the
settled traditions of the people, and the norms and
standards that they imply and impose, not merely by
the living together and dealing with one another,
but also, and not least important, by the continuing
currents of mass communication, which in turn rest
for their meaningfulness and effectiveness upon the
pre-existence of some sort of a society, which hold
that society together and mobilize it for continuous
concerted action.2 4

Lazarsfeld and Merton have asserted that the media main-

tain cultural consensus by reaffirming norms of society. They

said: "Thus the very conditions which make for the maximum

effectiveness of the mass media of communication operate

toward the maintenance of the going social and cultural struc-

ture rather than toward its change. "25 Lazarfeld and Merton

assert that media maintain a cultural consensus by not pro-

viding a critical surveillance:

To the extent that the media of mass communi-
cation have had an influence upon their audience,
it has stemmed not only from what is said, but more

24 Ibid., p. 10.

25
Paul F. Lazarsfeld and Robert K. Merton, "Mass Communi-

cation, Popular Taste, and Organized Social Action," in The
Communication of Ideas, edited by Lyman Bryson (New York,
1948), p. 118
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significantly from what is not said. For these
media not only continue to affirm the status quo
but in the same measure, they fail to raise es-
sential questions about the structure of society.
Hence by leading towarding conformism and by pro-
viding little basis for a critical appraisal of
society, the commerically sponsored mass media
indirectly but effectively restrain the cogent
development of a genuinely critical outlook.2 6

Based upon the findings in a 1956 study to see if the

media function to protect cultural patterns, Breed concluded

that newsmen "omit or buy items which might jeorpardize the

socioculture structure and man's faith in it," 27 thus sup-

porting the statement by Lazarsfeld and Merton that the media

fail to raise essential questions about the structure of

society. And a 1963 study by Stewart E. Perry illustrated

the point that media maintain cultural consensus by omission

of news items.28

Perry interviewed publishers to find out why they chose

to omit the coverage of a group of citizens protesting school

desegregation. The newspaper executives pointed out that, if

they had published the truth, reporting the event straight

26 Ibid., p. 107

27
Warren Breed, "Mass Communication and Sociocultural

Intergration," Social Forces, XXXVII (Fall, 1958), p. 109.

28
Stewart E. Perry, "The Conflict for the News Editor in

Desegregation Disturbances," Psychiatry, XXVI (1963),
pp. 352-367.
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according to the usual criteria of news value, they might have

caused the failure of desegregation and certainly would have

hurt the community and the country.

Morris Janowitz found that Chicago suburban weeklies

maintain local consensus by emphasizing common values.29 He

said, " . . . the contents of the community press and the

function it performs for its readers are linked to the social

requirement of the urban community . . ."30

Gieber in his 1960 study of city hall reporters and

sources found that the sources saw themselves as custodians

of the welfare of the community and that the reporters saw

31themselves as protectors of the community. The source of

reference was the city, and editors cleansed any information

which might upset community consensus. The reporters' frame

of reference was the beat, which included themselves, the

sources, and the public. They shared with their sources an

admiration for ef ficient city government and tended to avoid

29Morris Janowitz, The Community Press in an Urban Set-
ting (New York, 1952).

30 Ibid., p. 19.

Walter Gieber and Walter Johnson, ,"The City Hall Beat":
A Study of Reporter and Source Roles, " Journalism Quarterly,
XXXVIII (Summer, 1961), pp. 289-297.
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stories about conflict within the community. They had in-

terpreted the symbol of the public to apply narrowly only to

a strong in-group loyalty to the city as opposed to the

broader community.

Therefore, the reporter would cooperate with the sources

in suppressing or postponing publication of a story in order

to protect the city from threats from outside. The reporters

gave up any real independence of surveillance and critique by

allowing themselves the comfort of in-group loyalties.

Gieber's study indicates that the norms and values of

the American society have influenced the publication or

broadcasting of information in our culture. However, the pro-

fessional communicator is a member of both a national and

local community; therefore, incorporated into the decision-

making process of editors was not only the perception of the

national community but also that of the local community.

Editors may receive an identical diet of national and inter-

national events but there usually exists a variation in the

selection pattern because the values of the local communities

demand a local treatment of news.

A study conducted by Howard L. Seeman in 1971 illustrates

the importance of local values or attitudes as an influence
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32
in the selection of news. Over a four-week period on a

participant observer basis, he studied the black newspaper,

The Chicago Defender. He found that black newsmen had been

conditioned to think black long before they ever sat down at

a typewriter. The editor told Seeman in an interview that

every newsman at The Chicago Defender approaches news from a

racial angle, which in this incidence would be the local angle,

since they were serving a black community only.

A study by Breed involved a content analysis of twelve

newspapers and the handling of a case in which a Negro boy

was killed in Sumner, Mississippi. Two white men who were

seen abducting the boy earlier at his home were indicted by

the grand jury; but after a five-day trial, the men were ac-

quitted by an all-white, all-male jury.

The sample included both white and black newspapers from

the Deep South, Midwest, West and East. Breed found that

southern papers did not personalize Negroes. It was never

Mrs. Bradley, the boy's mother, but that Chicago woman,

32 Howard L. Seeman, "Keeling the Gates at The Chicago De-
fender," Journalism Quarterly, XLVIII (Summer, 1971),
pp. 275-278.

33
Warren Breed, "Comparative Newspaper Treatment of the

Emmett Till Case," Journalism Quarterly, XXXV (Summer, 1958),
pp. 291-298.
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Bradley, or Mamie. Southern white papers never mentioned the

existence of caste-like race relations, while the northern

papers did. Negro papers featured symbols of "unjust

violence," while white papers featured news items for the

provocation for the killing. Negro papers dramatized the

story by investing its characters with emotion, heroism, sin-

cerity, devotion, and great courage. Obviously the editors

changed the content of identical news items by interpreting

the message to its local audience into meanings shared be-

tween the editors and the local community.

Based upon the findings of research which indicate that

media function to maintain cultural consensus, this study ex-

pected to find that the values of the French culture affected

the selection of U.S. news items, because incorporated into

the decision-making process of these three French foreign

news editors are the values of the French national community

as well as the values of the French local community.

Institutional Influence

Again it is a study by Breed that found reporters adhere

to the pragmatic level of the newsroom rather than to the
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professional ideal.34 In interviewing reporters, he found

that few agreed with the policy of the newspaper but all re-

porters followed it. Six factors induced the editors to fol-

low policy, but the most significant factor to produce policy

maintenance was "obligation and esteem for superiors."3 5

Like Breed, Gieber found the values of the employer were

36an accepted part of the newsroom environment. In his study

of sixteen telegraph editors, he found the editors were con-

cerned with goals of production, bureaucratic routine, and

interpersonal relations within the newsroom. Gieber des-

cribed the editor as task oriented: "the editor was

preoccupied with the mechanical pressures of his work rather

than the social meanings and impact of the news. "3 7

B. L. Liebes38 also said telegraph editors are not free

agents in their decision-making process. In his study of

3 4Warren Breed, "Social Control in the Newsroom," Social
Forces, XXXIII (May, 1955), pp. 326-335.

35 Ibid., p. 335.

36
Gieber, "Across the Desk: A Study of 16 Telegraph

Editors," pp. 423-432.

37
Ibid., p. 432.

38
B. L. Liebes "Decision-Making by Telegraph Editors - AP

or UPI?," Journalism Quarterly, XLV (Autumn, 1966), pp. 434-42.
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telegraph editors, he said his findings indicated the editors

had to adjust to mechanical factors.

Robert Judd interviewed reporters for a small newspaper

and found that reporters were passive gatekeepers because

they had to conform to the city editor's image of what the

reader wanted.39 The reporter was reluctant to assert his

independence because he knew the city editor would omit the

news items if he disagreed with its content. Judd found the

reporter "wired-in" to his boss's values to the extent that

he would report a news item to please his superior, not his

reading audience.

In another study, Gieber attempted to see if relevant

stories of civil liberties would create among gatekeepers a

40strong evaluative response. In 1969, he asked both sources

and reporters questions concerning civil rights. Sources

attempted to communicate in terms of their own values and

assumed that the audience shared their values. The reporters

held the same values as the sources, but did not convey them

because they recognized themselves as employees of a news-

gathering bureaucracy in which approval came from their

3 9 Robert Judd, "The Newspaper Reporter in a Suburban
City," Journalism Quarterly, XXXVIII (Winter, 1959), pp.35-42.

40 Walter Gieber, "How the 'Gatekeepers' View Local Civil
Liberties News," Journalism Quarterly, XXXVII (Spring, 1960),
pp. 199-205.
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editors and colleagues. The reporters said the value system

of the newspaper (news policy) was not a problem because they

saw it as part of the bureaucratic structuring.

Gieber concluded: "The fate of a news story is not

determined by the needs of the audience or even by the values

of the symbols it contains. The news story is controlled by

the frame of reference created by the bureaucratic structure

of which the communicator is a member.41

Gieber said that idealistically, the purpose of the

press is to serve the audience, but "far too often the press

by the way of its gatekeepers has lost sight of its proper

goal."142

It is assumed that the press in any free society works

under similar bureaucratic pressures; therefore this study

expected to find that the foreign news editors had to adjust

their selection of news to factors created by identical

bureaucratic pressures.

A Flow of Foreign News

A major mechanical problem affecting the selection of

foreign news by a French foreign news editor is the content

4Ibid., p. 205

42 Gieber, "News is What Newspapermen Make It, " p. 180.
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of the wire copy he receives from press agencies. Foreign

news studies on the nature of press agencies indicate that

common problems exist in the exchange of news between

countries and common factors influence the selection of news.

Research studies in the flow of foreign news show that

certain categories dominate wire content. The International

Press Institute in 1954 conducted the earliest study in the

flow of international news.43 Politics, foreign relations,

and war represented up to two-thirds and not less than half

of the four major wire services' files. John B. Adams also

found that foreign news dealt significantly more often with

hard news than did domestic news on the wire of the

Associated Press. Stig Thoren examined the flow and con-

tent of foreign dispatches to the news agencies in Sweden and

found that armed conflict, international news, accidents, and

crime dominated the content of the four major wire services.45

Therefore, this study attempted to discover if there is

a relationship between the number of news items received in a

43Gieber, "News is What Newspapermen Make It," p. 180.

44 John B. Adams, "A Qualitative Analysis of Domestic and
Foreign News on the AP, TA Wire," Gazette, X (1964),
pp. 285-295.

45
Stig Thoren, "The Flow of Foreign News into the Swedish

Press," Journalism Quarterly, XLV (Autumn, 1968), pp. 521-4.
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category and the selection of news items from the same cate-

gory.

Definition of Terms

For the purpose of this study the following definitions

were formulated:

The flow of news is the processing of, the content of

wire copy as it is being transmitted by the press associations.

Foreign news is all news from other than French sources.

The foreign news editor is a telegraph editor who edits

all foreign news received from the wire services.

The gatekeeper is a newsman who decides the fate of a

news item.

Hard news is news which falls into the categories of

war, crime, death, political and financial news.

A press system is a news-gathering machinery which has

the license to gather and make public the news.

A piked copy is the discarded wire copy of the telegraph

editor.

U.S. news is news originating from the United States or

news with a U.S. dateline.

Wire services are press associations which collect and

distribute news and pictures to newspapers, television, and

radio stations, and news magazines.
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Limitations

This study was limited to the three foreign news editors

on three daily newspapers in France. This limitation was im-

posed because these editors agreed to assist in the study by

mail, and because a more extensive study of French newspapers

would require on-the-spot interview in France, much more

time, and a large amount of financial support which is un-

available.

Also, the study did not attempt to find factors which

distort the national image of each country in the world

system, or remedies for the dominance of certain news cate-

gories in the wire content. As Harold J. Laski said, "Our

news system is a relection of our social system; there will

not be a vital change in one unless there is a vital change

in the other."4 6

Organization of the Study

Chapter One introduced the study by explaining the pro-

blem of the study, stating the purposes of the study and the

questions to be answered in the study.

Chapter Two describes the methodology used in the study

and explains how the data was collected for the study.

46
Harold Laski, The Press and World Affairs (New York,

1937), p. xxv.
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Chapter Three describes the three participating French

editors, states the results of their news selection, and

summarizes the test results of each editor.

Chapter Four compares the three editors, their newspapers,

and news selection; conclusions were made on the results of

the comparison.



CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

To understand the functioning of the channels and the

flow of U.S. news through the channels, it is necessary to

know the gate region and the social and technical influences

upon the gatekeeper. In this study, the gatekeeper is the

foreign news editor who also functions as a telegraph editor,

and the channels are the press association and the columns of

the newspaper.

Data in the study were collected by the use of two

questionnaires, (See Appendix A), a count of U.S. news items

carried by the wire services and published in the French

newspapers, and a content analysis of wire and published U.S.

news items by coders, (See Appendix B).

Sources of Data

A letter inviting editors and their newspapers to parti-

cipate in the study was mailed to 180 editors of French news-

papers. Three editors of three newspapers responded, (See

Appendix C). Two of the papers are morning editions and one

an evening edition.
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All three newspapers used the Associated Press, United Press

International, and the Agence France Presse; one used Reuters.

All three newspapers reserve at least one page for foreign

news.

Questionnaire

The questionnaires used in this study were designed to

obtain information about the value system of both the

editor's newspaper and his superiors in order to see if both

the societal and institutional influences affect his selection

of U.S. news (see Appendix A). Some of the questions called

for short answers, but many questions solicited comment. The

editor's responses to the questionnaire provided the basis

for forming the criteria in news values.

Content Analysis

The U.S. news items on the wire from each sample day and

both rejected and published U.S. items were tabulated. Each

U.S. news item was recorded as one unit.

The content of the wire was arranged into news cate-

gories originally devised by Ralph 0. Nafziger,1 modified for

1 "AStudy of the Content of Selected U.S. Dailies,"
October 23-- November 1, 1948. (Department of Agriculture
Journalism, College of Agriculture, Bulletin 16, Madison,
Wisconsin. University of Wisconsin, October, 1949), pp. 2-5.
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use in this study (see Appendix B). The newspaper items were

placed in the same categories as their wire sources. This

classification by news categories was used to indicate

whether the type of news a foreign news editor receives from

the wire services affects his selection of news items.

Measurement of the Wire Copy

The number of U.S. news items published in the newspaper

and the number of U.S. news items carried by the wire

services were counted and compared to find out whether the

amount of news received by a foreign news editor from the

wire services affects his selection of U.S. news items.

Analysis of Spiked Copy

The three editors saved spiked copy from the wire

services for the two sample days, December 29, 1971, and

January 7, 1972. Each editor wrote his reasons for rejection

on the back of each discarded U.S. item. This information w

used to determine the editor's news judgments and to provide

a check on the criteria for news values established by the

editor's responses in the questionnaire. This information

was obtained to see if it is his news criteria or production

demands that influence his selection of news, and which one

was the greater influence.
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Coders

Two professors of French and one graduate student in

French coded the directions of U.S. news items as favorable,

neutral, or unfavorable to the United States. One news item

was counted as one unit. The coders were asked to cate-

gorize only the wire content with U.S. datelines. Prior to

coding, the coders were told how to rate items as favorable,

neutral, and unfavorable, the coders used only their judg-

ment in recording the direction of the U.S. news items and

the vote of the majority decided the direction of any single

item. If the coders did not agree on the direction of an

item, the researcher decided its direction to break the

deadlock.

Procedures for Collecting and Analyzing Data

The wire content and newspaper content were examined on

two separate days in December 29, 1971, and January 7, 1972.

A letter informed the editors of the designated days and

asked them to send all the international news items received

on the wire during the two sample days. Each editor was

asked to write the reasons for rejection on the back of each

U.S. news item.
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Content as a Sample

A count of the wire content was made and the number of

press association items was arranged in frequency tables ac-

cording to news categories. Items duplicated on the wire

were counted as one unit. For example, if an editor received

four items on the Nixon-Brandt meeting, they were tabulated

as one news item.

Next, the U.S. wire items were located in the three

French newspapers and arranged in frequency tables according

to the same news categories used for the wire content. Then,

a comparison of the published and discarded wire items was

made in order to determine the percentage of major U.S. items

published in the French newspapers.

Content Sample for December 29

On December 29, the budget message of the Agence France

Presse and the Associated Press listed the U.S. bombardment

of North Vietnam and the meeting between President Nixon and

West German Chancellor Willy Brandt as two major inter-

national events.

The three editors submitted all of their spiked foreign

copy and a count of the wire items was made. The wire
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services did not provide the editors with any U.S. items in

the categories of war or miscellaneous news. Only those items

originating from the United States received U.S. classifi-

cation; therefore, the Vietnam War was not classified as U.S.

news.

The only notable percentage differences in the news cate-

gories were in the categories of economics and politics (see

Table I).

TABLE I

NUMBER AND PER CENT OF ITEMS IN NEWS CATEGORIES
RECEIVED BY THE THREE EDITORS ON DECEMBER 29

Other Foreign Items U.S. Items
Categories umber Per Cent Number Per Cent

Government 60 46.2 10 48.0
War 24 17.8 0 0
Economics-business 13 9.7 3 14.3
Politics 17 12.6 5 23.3
Crime 5 3.7 1 4.8
Labor 3 2.2 1 4.8
Science 4 2.9 1 4.8
Miscellaneous 8 5.9 0 0

Total 134 100.0 21 100.0

The December 29 wire content contained U.S. items about

presidential condidates announcing their entries into the

presidential primaries and certain U.S. senators and repre-

sentatives denouncing the U.S. bombardment of North Vietnam.
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This accounted for the 9.7% difference between U.S. and other

economic and business category (4.6% difference) because of a

trade controversy between Japan and the United States and be-

cause of the charge facing Standard Oil that the industry

dumped oil in the San Francisco Bay.

The volume of bombardment coverage affected the U.S. per-

centage (52.3%) and that of other nations (46.2%) in the

government category. Six of the eleven U.S. government items

and 19 of the 60 other foreign items were concerned with state-

ments about or reactions to the U.S. bombardment.

The one U.S. crime item was a report on the crime in-

crease in the United States. Only the Agence France Presse

carried this U.S. item; the Associated Press and United Press

International did not report it.

Out of the twenty-one U.S. items carried by the wires

December 29, the three newspapers published four U.S. items

(20%). Three of the U.S. items fell into the government cate-

gory and one in the political category.

On December 29, all three editors placed the U.S. bom-

bardment headline on the front page. This article was classi-

fied as a U.S. item because numerous items--such as reactions,

demonstrations, and official statements to the U.S. bombard-

ment--were incorporated into the article.
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One editor also published two articles on an anti-war

demonstration and the occupation of the Statue of Liberty

with a three-column picture on the front page.

Two of the three editors published an article on the

Nixon-Brandt meeting, both placing headlines on the front

page. The three newspapers published the item on the presi-

dential candidates; two cut the story to place it as a news

brief and one ran the entire article. All three placed the

U.S. item on the reserved foreign news page.

Content Sample for January 7

The wire services duplicated the U.S. bomb scare item in

its January 7 content. There were numerous sidebar items

which related to the placement of bombs in the vaults of

nine New York banks. Labor and science also had a higher

percentage in news coverage because an agreement was reached

to terminate a strike in the U.S. and because findings in

science and medicine were reported on in the two sample days.

Most of the U.S. and other foreign news items fell into

the categories of government, economics-business, and politi-

cal news. These categories represented more than half of the

items received by French foreign news editors on January 7

(see Table II).
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TABLE II

NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ITEMS IN NEWS CATEGORIES
RECEIVED BY THE THREE EDITORS ON JANUARY 7

Other Foreign Items U.S. Items
Categories Number Per Cent Number Per Cent

Government 27 38.0 8 38.1
War 11 15.5 0 0
Economics-business 6 8.5 1 4.8
Politics 7 9.9 2 9.5
Crime 5 7.0 6 28.6
Labor 1 1.4 2 9.5
Science 3 4.2 2 9.5
Miscellaneous 11 15.5 0 0

Total 71 100.0 21 100.0

Combined total of content sample. - Eleven of the 42

U.S. items (6%) were published during the two-day sample.

Eight of the published U.S. items were about either politics

or government. Of the three U.S. items, two fell into the

crime category and one into the science category (see

Table III).

The largest percentage of U.S. wire news fell into the

news categories of politics and government, and the percentage

of U.S. news receiving publication also fell into these same

categories. However, three editors published both crime items

on January 7, which were the only two major U.S. crime items

carried on the wire that day.
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TABLE III

TOTAL NUMBER OF U*S. ITEMS RECEIVED AND PUBLISHED BY THE
THREE EDITORS DURING THE TWO-DAY SAMPLE PERIOD

Items According
Total U.S. Total U.S. to News Cate-

Date Items Received Items Published glories

3 government
December 29 21 4 1 politics

3 government
2 crime
1 politics

January 7021 7 1 science

Total 42 I.

The Direction of the Wire Content

The coders agreed that of the thirty-three items coded

for December 29, twenty-nine were neutral, three were un-

favorable and one was favorable to the United States. The

three unfavorable articles were the New York Times' reaction

to the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam, the filing of a charge

against Standard Oil for polluting the San Francisco Bay, and

the denouncement by U.S. senators and representatives of the

U.S. bombardment of North Vietnam. The favorable item re-

ported that the Germans and Americans were satisfied with the

results of the meeting between Brandt and Nixon.
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Of the twenty-six items coded for January 7, two were

favorable and two were unfavorable to the U.S. The two

favorable items were about a decrease in student strikes and

a decrease in crime.

One of the unfavorable items was a crime item that nine

bombs were placed in nine New York banks. The other unfavor-

able item was about the meeting between Nixon and Sata of

Japan.

News Judgments

The comparison of the wire files and the newspaper con-

tent revealed those items which passed the desk of the tele-

graph editor. The next step was to find out why items were

passed or rejected.

Information from the second questionnaire about the

editor's perception of his role revealed the criteria of news

judgment for the major news categories. For example, if the

editor responded that his superiors did not like U.S. news

items concerning speeches by political leaders, then a

standard criteron of "fall to pass" was established for his

selection of political news. Likewise, if the value system

of the newspaper was to publish all U.S. news items dealing

with strikes or protests, a criterion "pass" was established.
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The responses of the editor to the questions in the

questionnaire formed the criteria of news judgments; but his

value statements needed further evaluation. The spiked wire

copy and the published wire copy provided selection results

and the reasons for the rejection of U.S. items. The exami-

nation of the rejected wire copy aided in creating criteria

of news values for the editor. The two criteria of news

values, one established by the questionnaire and the other

the spiked wire copy, were compared in order to establish

the final criteria of news judgment for the French editor.

After criteria of news values were established, a news

test was applied to show to what degree the news criteria

could predict the selection of the U.S. news by the foreign

news editor. The study used a two-by-two table, labeling it

a news test. The four fold arrangement compared the editor's

news values, the independent variable, to the selection of

the news for one day, the dependent variable (see Table IV).

Guttman's coefficient of predictability was used to test

the degree of association between news values and the editor's

behavior in selecting news on a certain day. The test

showed to what degree the knowledge of the editor's news

values would reduce error in predicting news selection. For

example, if the test result was .45, then one can reduce
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error in prediction of the dependent variable (news

selection) by 45 per cent if one knows the dependent variable

(news values). Therefore, one could state that in this case

or on this particular day, 45 per cent of the errors in pre-

dicting news selection of the editor can be eliminated, using

these criteria of news values.

TABLE IV

NEWS TEST TABLE

News Values News Selection

Pass Reject

Pass a c
Reject b d

Total a+b c+d

a=Efi-Fd
2

N-Fd

This particular test was chosen because it does not

require a certain number of categories nor does it require

2
Linton C. Freeman, Elementary Applied Statistics,

(John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York) 1965, p. 74.
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unrealistic assumptions about the distribution of the cases.

Also, the test is easy to apply and to interpret. 3

3 Ibid., p. 71.



CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS

Foreign News Editor A

"Get out and talk to the people" characterizes Editor A's

grass-roots approach to journalism. Having been a journalist

for 26 years, this veteran newsman said that one learns

journalism in the streets: he eats with the working people

in poor restaurants, listens to their conversations, and

speaks to them frequently. "I believe," he wrote, "this is

real journalism."

His newspaper serves an industrial city that has a popu-

lation of about 150,000. The editor, a resident for fifteen

years, seems attached to the city and the people. He said

the city was situated in the middle of France's garden, des-

cribing it as a prosperous city with large streets. Since

the city is the capital of its department,1 the newspaper not

only serves the immediate city but the surrounding provinces;

the circulation of the paper in 1971 was 266,840.

A French department is comprised of a number of pro-
vinces; its jurisdiction is comparable to that of a U.S.
county.

38
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The newspaper is similar to the majority of French news-

papers in its news organization and page make-up. Headlines

dominate the front page, with an inside page reserved for

foreign news. On both sample days, one ad was placed on the

foreign news page, with the remaining space used for foreign

news.

Editor A is not only the foreign news editor but also

the news editor, and is responsible for writing the headlines.

No one supervises his work nor does he supervise anyone. To

the question, "Do you have a superior who imposes his atti-

tudes upon you?" he replied, "Happily no one and if I did, I

would find another job."

The editor does not supervise anyone nor does he believe

he needs anyone else to help him in editing and selecting

news. He said, "Work is not a question of number." Evident-

ly quite independent, he stated that he achieves the editing

and make-up of his pages in the necessary time. He also said

he rewrites paragraphs and provides background information

when necessary, but does not rewrite entire articles because

he does not have the time.

Results of the Questionnaire

Editor A revealed only one strong opinion, a dislike for

communists and communistic aggression. Although he does not
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support all American policies, apparently he likes America.

However, he said in a letter he particularly disliked

Roosevelt for giving half of Europe to Stalin. Also, the

editor is convinced America is making a tragic mistake in

having discussions with the Soviets. He believes the Soviets

are interested in only one thing, power. "They have decided

to submit the world to their regime by all means."

Editor A said his newspaper does not have any established

policy toward any particular subject, and according to him,

his superiors do not influence his selection of news. He

said, "On the question of bureaucracy, 2it gains ground here

also, we see it every day. But till now in our redaction

(editing) we have been free enough; journalists are no bureau-

crats, this is still a reality in France, I believe."

In describing the reactions to his readers to issues and

persons listed in the questionnaire, he stated that many of

his readers wept for the East Pakistani refugees. He said

2
By bureaucracy, the editor is referring to a concen-

tration of authority in the administration, whether it is a
centralized government control, an authoritative newspaper
policy, or authoritative superiors.

3
By here, the editor specifically means here at the news-

paper and generally here in France.
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only a few were sympathetic to Angela Davis. He described

these few as being leftists. He said his readers are not

familiar with George McGovern or Radio Free Europe.

The editor said his readers probably influence his se-

lection of news, but this, he believes is the only influence

upon his news selection. He described his readers as being

primarily "Gaullists with a few communists."

Editor A said he sees his role as a foreign news editor

first as a way to earn a living and second as a newsman who

must be as objective as possible, even publishing those arti-

cles he opposes personally. However, he wrote, "I've been

selecting news for fifteen years and probably have become

blase."

The criteria of news values by Editor A were established

on the basis of his responses in the questionnaire: 1) He

opposes Communist aggression because the Communists desire

power; 2) He serves a community in which the majority are

Gaullists; and 3) he said his readers are unfamiliar with

George McGovern. These responses indicate that the editor is

conservative in his viewpoints and selects news under

Gaullist influence. A Gaullist resembles a conservative Nixon
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4
Republican. Therefore, Editor A should pass those articles

neutral or favorable to the Nixon administration, and the

selection and emphasis of U.S. news should reflect a conser-

vative to moderate newspaper.

Spiked Copy

Reasons for discarding copy fell under two headings,

technical or editorial. Mechanical factors such as deadlines

and lack of space constituted the technical reasons. That is,

the editor rejected items because of production pressures or

problems. If the editor rejected an item upon the basis of

news content or meaning, it was classified as an editorial

decision.

Fifteen of the 27 items (56) were discarded for editori-

al reasons, and 12 items (44%) for technical reasons. The

primary reason for rejecting articles was lack of reader

interest; he discarded nine of the 27 U.S. items (33%) for

this reason. This statistic agrees with his statement that

4 Political writer James Burnham in the National Review
dated April 22, 1969 titled his article, "Richard de Nixon,
Gaullist," in which he compared the administrative policies
of de Gaulle to the administrative policies of Richard Nixon.
George Lechtheim in the September 1969 issue of Commentary
said Gaullism defines itself in nationalistic terms. Then he
said Gaullism "had a certain amount of Jacobin republicanism."



he believes his readers affect his selection of news (See

Table V).

TABLE V

REASONS FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR A REJECTED U.S. ITEMS
DATED DECEMBER 29 AND JANUARY 7

Reasons for Rejection
Date Technical Editorial

no reader interest 4
not enough facts 1

no space 6 no style
December 29 too late 2 too lon

no reader interest 5
no style 2January 7 too late 4 too much comment 1

Total 12 15

News Values

From the questionnaire and the spiked copy, the news

criteria for Editor A were established in the major news cate-

gories of government, politics, business-economics, and crime.

In politics, this editor would pass articles that emphasize

government policy, that is, items which report any adminis-

trative legislation or decision. He would reject any U.S.

items which report extreme reaction or opinions to the policy

of the U.S. government. In politics, he would pass any meet-

ing between cabinet members or members of Nixon's administration

43
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but reject foreign visits or meetings between congressional

leaders. He would pass appointments or positions nominated

by President Nixon. In economics-business, Editor A would

emphasize industrial and labor items in the business cate-

gory and pass few articles in agriculture. In economics, he

would reject "gloomy" items. He would reject or play down

sensational U. S. crime items.

The News Test

December 29 news test.--On December 29, three U.S. news

5items were rated as unfavorable to the United States; all

three were rejected by Editor A. He was the only editor of

the three who did not report on certain senators denouncing

the bombardment, and the anti-war demonstrations. Those U.S.

items rated as favorable to the United States were passed.

He refused to publish an item about the Washington dele-

gation leaving for Communist China, saying that it had been

announced numerous times by the President and had little

interest for the French readers. He refused to publish a U.S.

item that reported the occupation of the South Vietnam con-

sulate in San Francisco by anti-war demonstrators. He played

5
In the methodology section, under "coders" there is a

discussion of the U.S. items which the coders tabulated as
being favorable, unfavorable, or neutral to the United States.
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down the story of the occupation of the Statue of Liberty by

placing it in a news brief.

Out of 18 articles, Editor A's news values agreed with

his news selection in 15 cases (83%) and disagreed in three

cases (17%) on December 29 (see Table VI).

TABLE VI

NEWS TEST FOR FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR A
FOR DECEMBER 29

Editor's Selection
News Values Pass Reject Total

Pass 4 2 6
Reject 1 11 12

Total 5 13 18

a=5-3 = 2= .40
5 5

On December 29, 40 per cent of the errors in predicting

the performance of the editor can be eliminated by using these

criteria of news values.

Only three errors were made in predicting the selection

of the editor by these criteria of news values, but the edi-

tor cited technical reasons for rejections in two cases. An

article concerning Mariner 9 arrived too late and he wrote that

there was no space for an item which reported that the Germans

were satisfied with the Nixon-Brandt meeting. In both cases,
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technical reasons caused the editor to reject the articles he

should have passed according to his established news criteria.

The wire carried a separate article on New York Mayor

John Lindsay's candidacy. He placed part of this article

into the primaries item. It was expected he would reject

this article because of Lindsay's strong statements against

Nixon's administration; he passed the article but deleted the

portion containing Lindsay's statements against the adminis-

tration.

January 7 news test.--Editor A passed the U.S. bomb

scare item which was an item coded unfavorable. But no edi-

tor could reject such an unusual item as nine bomb threats in

which all nine bombs were placed in the vaults of New York

banks. He was the only editor of the three to place the head-

line in the lower right side of the newspaper under a

thirty-point size headline, while the other two editors ran

the item under sixty to seventy-two-point size headlines at

the top of the page.

Also, he was the only editor to emphasize Nixon's official

statement that he would seek re-election, by placing a

seventy-two-point headline at the top of the page. One editor

placed this item in a news brief on the inside page while the
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other one discarded the item. Editor A ran the hijacking of

a Boeing 727 on an inside page while the other two editors

ran it on the front page.

On January 7, Editor A ran seven U.S. items, the highest

number of U.S. news articles published during the two-day

sample period.

TABLE VII

NEWS TEST FOR FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR A
FOR JANUARY 7

Editor's Selection
News Values Pass Reject Total

Pass 6 1 7
Reject 1 11 12

Total 7 12 19

a= 7-2 = . .71
7 7

On January 7, 71 per cent of the errors in predicting

the performance of the editor can be eliminated using the cri-

teria of news values.

Again, technical reasons, or production problems, caused

Editor A to reject a U.S. item he should have passed. "No

space" was written on the back of the U.S. article that re-

ported a decline in U.S. student and labor strikes.
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The hijacking of a Boeing 727 was not expected to pass

because the editor plays down crime news and because this

type of crime story had become rather routine as a news item.

He was the only editor to publish that the U.S. Com-

mission of Atomic Energy reported a Chinese nuclear explosion.

He also was the only editor to publish the entire text of

Nixon's speech announcing that he would seek another term in

office.

He published an article on the Nixon-Sato meeting, plus

three sidebar items in which different officials assured

Japan they would not jeopardize any trade commitments be-

tween them and the United States.

Summary of Editor A

Editor A repeated the fact that society influences the

selection of news: "You speak of societal influence which

can affect our selection of U.S. news. Of course, because we

live in the same society, the non-communist world."

In the overall picture of news selection, the majority

of the decisions to reject were editorial decisions, with

lack of reader interest being the primary reason for reject-

ing an article. Thus, the editor's audience apparently was

a major factor in his news selection.
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His news values took a back seat only to production

demands because "no space" and "too late" labeled the five

U.S. items that should have passed his desk.

Quite independent, this editor, who had numerous edi-

torial and managerial functions in the newsroom plus 16 years

of experience, appears to be a monarch in the newsroom. But,

apparently, he was representative of the voice of the news-

room, which in turn, reflected the Gaullist outlook of a

prosperous industrial community.

The content of the U.S. news items was neutral; only in

his selection and emphasis of U.S. news did the hint of a

center right Gaullist attitude appear.

Foreign News Editor B

A journalist for thirteen years, Editor B received his

law degree from the University of Dijon and Lyon, and before

becoming a foreign news editor, he was both a reporter and

an editor for a French wire service.

His newspaper serves a city that is recognized as a road

and rail center and is the capital of its department. The

1971 circulation of the paper was 444,892. Besides receiv-

ing three wire services, the Agence France Presse, United

Press International, Reuters, the newspaper also has a U.S.

correspondent in New York City.
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Editor B, who is in his thirties, does not reside in the

city but commutes to work from his home in the country, say-

ing a rural residence simplifies his work. Besides being the

foreign news editor, he is also the newspaper's managing

editor and literary critic. His desk duties include page

make-up, writing headlines, and editing copy. He usually

spends three to four hours reading the wire copy and six hours

in news selection and page make-up. Apparently this is

enough time for the editor to perform his functions, for he

said he has a sufficient number of people to do the job.

Page two is the designated page for foreign news and

contains all foreign items which fall into the classification

of "hard news." Frequently, the last page of the newspaper,

which is an international "human interest" page, also contains

U.S. items which fall into the feature category. On the

designated foreign page, Page two, the editor usually allows

one-half to two-thirds of the page for foreign news.

Not having an immediate supervisor, Editor B is the last

editor to edit foreign news. Often, he re-writes first para-

graphs of wire articles, and sometimes entire articles in

order to apply the style of the newspaper. He stated that

many times he had to perform other editorial functions in the

newsroom. Asked what he thought of this practice, he said,

"Is it not the custom."
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Results of the Questionnaire

In responding to the questionnaire, the editor said his

newspaper does not have an established policy toward any sub-

ject; but usually the practice is to play up those articles

whose content shows a direct effect on Europe. However, he

said his superiors would give British news priority over

American news, with German news ranking third and Soviet news

fourth. Italy, China, and South America followed in that

order.

Editor B said there was no established policy that makes

it mandatory to emphasize or play down any type of foreign

news, whether it falls into the financial, crime, or feature

news categories. He said the question "If he were editor,

would he emphasize any type of foreign news?" does not have

any point since he was free to choose what he liked.

Editor B described his readers as being a "micronism" of

readers in general whether they be French, American, or

British. He believes his readers are indifferent to Angela

Davis, sympathetic to George McGovern, against Czechoslovakia's

Husak, and not familiar with Radio Free Europe. According to

him, his reading public consists of workers, peasants, and

merchants-- a group with a broad base of financial and social

interests. Probably the social and economic complex of the
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community requires the editor to satisfy the diversified

interests within the community; consequently, he selects news

according to what effect it has on the majority of the people.

However, he said no special interest groups influence the

paper in the selection or play of news.

According to the responses of Editor B, no bureaucratic

influences, policy of the paper, or superiors affect his news

selection. Apparently, only two self-imposed editorial

standards decide the publication of a news item for he wrote

that it is important "the items have the proper interest and

function for the audience he serves," and that "the foreign

news items warrant the necessary space for its publication."

Spiked Copy

Editor B tended to be categorical in accepting or reject-

ing U.S. items. He indicated "use" or "not use;" in contrast,

the other two editors commented on the back of the articles

saying "no interest," or "too localized. " He was generous in

his publication of U.S. news, primarily because he added bits

and pieces of U.S. news to a major item. For example, he

added numerous U.S. sidebar items to the U.S. item reporting

the bombardment of North Vietnam. Reactions of U.S. officials
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and students, and U.S. demonstrations were incorporated into

one major U.S. item.

This editor received a total of twenty-seven U.S. items

over the wire during the two-day period. On December 29,

production pressures caused the editor to reject eight (67%)

of the twelve U.S. items. On January 7, the editor saved two

U.S. items for later publication, rejected five (36%) for

editorial reasons and eight (50%) for technical reasons. See

Table VIII below:

TABLE VIII

REASONS FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR B REJECTED U.S. ITEMS
DATED DECEMBER 29 AND JANUARY 7

Reasons for Rejection
Date Technical Editorial

December 29

January 7

Total

No space 5

Too early 1
Too short 2

International

comment (no space) 5
Too long 2

Later information,
more important 1
Incomplete
Too localized 2

4

Commentary

Without immediate
interest I

Too localized 4
Saved for later 2

15 12

-+ - =-- - - - Wk. #- -- -- . - - I

I
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On five discarded U.S. items, the editor wrote "inter-

national comment" as the reason for rejection. Apparently

the editor was referring to a syndicated column which

appeared on the editorial page, because all five rejected

articles reported either President Nixon's upcoming vist to

China, new administrative policies toward China, or the meet-

ing between Japan and the United States. The French colum-

nist, Charles Martial, in his column "The International Fact"

discussed the U.S. and the news policies toward China;

therefore, "international comment" seemed equivalent to a

'no space" classification.

The editor saved two U.S. items for later publication,

but these were classified as rejected articles even though

they were published later. He rejected fifteen of the thirty-

seven U.S. items (40%) for technical reasons and twelve (32%)

for editorial reasons.

Production pressures did not play such a major role in

the decisions of this editor as with the previous editor. In

fact, an elimination of "international comment" from the cate-

gory of technical reasons, would show the editor rejecting the

majority of U.S. items for editorial reasons. Time was a

factor but not a major factor, so apparently the editor had a
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well organized or a systemized process of handling copy.

News Values

After comparing the editor's responses in the question-

naire to the publication and rejection of U.S. news items,

the following criteria of news values were established in the

major news categories of government, politics, business-

economics, and crime. In the questionnaire, the editor said

his readers were sympathetic to George McGovern but opposed

Czechoslavakia's Husak, and his newspaper was "very favorable"

to Bangla Desh.

In selection, he published the bombardment of North

Vietnam with a second deck reporting demonstration or re-

actions to the bombardment. He described his readers as

being diversified, with varied interests, but believes his com-

munity to have moderate to conservative political tendencies.

However, in his selection of U.S. news in display of U.S.

articles, the news selection reflects moderate to liberal

tendencies.

Therefore, in government news, he would pass U.S. news

that is primarily factual and U.S. news that directly affects

Europe. He would reject U.S. government news if more impor-

tant European items cross his desk, especially a British item.



He would pass those items that are reactions or demon-

strations to the U.S. policy in North Vietnam.

In politics, he would favor U.S. politicians labeled as

liberal politicians over those U.S. politicians noted for

conservative outlook. Primarily, he would concentrate upon

the activities rather than official statements expressing

reactions to events; that is, he will choose a U.S. item !

which reveals the results of research upon drug addiction

rather than U.S. items reporting a drug victim. He would

pass only those U.S. items covering official visits to U.S.

representatives which affect European policy.

In the economics-business category, he would pass major

U.S. items in these two categories whether they are negative

or positive because of the diversified interests of his com-

munity. In the crime category, he would pass those U.S.

items which illustrate a moral lesson; however, he would pass

U.S. crime items if they possess a high count of news values.

December 29 News Test.--Employing a formula of something

for everyone, the editor edits numerous articles into one

major article; therefore, it was expected that a high percent-

age of U.S. items would pass his desk. Over the two day

period, he passed fourteen (44%) U.S. items out of thirty-two,

56
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almost one-half of U.S. items received.

On December 29, the foreign news editor selected U.S.

news according to the statements of news values given in the

questionnaire and reasons stated on the back of the wire copy.

He passed seven (41%) U.S. articles. The established news

criteria agreed with his actual selection fourteen (88%)

times and disagreed twice, (12%). See Table IX below:

TABLE IX

NEWS TEST FOR FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR B
FOR DECEMBER 29

Editor's Selection
News Values Pass Reiect Total

Pass 5 6
Reject 1 10 11

6 11 17

a 6-2 4 .66
6 6

On December 29, 66 per cent of the errors in predicting

the performance of the editor can be eliminated using these

criteria of news values.

Editor B passed U.S. items reporting the allegation that

Standard Oil dumped oil into the San Francisco Bay. Since he

said he would pass only those U.S. items which directly affect
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Europe, or had special interest for his readers, the article

should have been rejected. Agreed the ecological movement is

of nationalist concern, but the incident was too localized to

touch the special interest requirement.

He rejected U.S. items reporting the New York Times

opposition to the U.S. bombardment, an item expected to pass

since the editor tended to emphasize U.S. items covering

liberal "dovish" politicians, and negative reactions of U.S.

military operations in North Vietnam.

As he was the only editor to include U.S. items report-

ing the reaction to U.S. bombardment of North Vietnam, he

also was the only editor to run a three-column picture of

Nixon and West German Chancellor Willy Brandt shaking hands

on the front page. Of the three major foreign news articles

on the inside page, two originated from the United States.

In the news briefs, he published the primaries and Nixon's an-

nouncement that he would seek another term. He was the only

editor to place subheads within the bombardment items and the

only editor to include foreign reactions, as well as U.S.

reactions. The reaction to the bombardment of the U.S. news

was coded as unfavorable to the U.S.

January 7 News Test.--On January 7, the editor did not
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score a high agreement between the news selection and the es-

tablished criteria of news values. His selection agreed with

his values ten times and disagreed five times. Again he

passed a high percentage of U.S. items, publishing seven

(46%) of the fifteen U.S. items. See Table X below:

TABLE X

NEWS TEST FOR FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR B
FOR JANUARY 7

Editor's Selection
News Values Pass Reject Total

Pass 4 2 6
Reject 3 6 9

Total 7 8 15

7-5 2a = -g-= = .29

Using this criteria of news values as a standard in pre-

dicting the performance of Editor B reduced the errors in

prediction.29 per cent.

According to his criteria, the editor should have passed

another New York Times item which advocated the reduction of

arms in the east and west. Apparently, it is the newspaper

policy not to publish other newspaper articles even if the

editorial position is comparable to its own. Since Editor B
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tried to please the diverse interests of the community, the

student and labor strikes were expected to pass; particularly,

the strike of the dock workers was expected to pass. He

wrote "Too localized" on the back of the U.S. item as his

explanation for the rejection.

He passed the appointment of two Supreme Court judges by

President Nixon and the hijacking of the Boeing 727. Since

the appointment of judges did not directly affect Europe,

this item was not expected to pass. It was not expected

that Editor 3 would pass and emphasize the hijacking of a

Boeing 727. The news selection cannot be justified when he

placed the Nixon-Sato meeting on the inside page in a three

inch article under a one-column head. Treated in this

manner, the U.S. item could only be classified as a news

brief, not as a news article. Had the editor not chosen

this item over the Nixon-Sato meeting, the labor and student

strikes, the selection would have been justified.

Editor B was the only editor to publish U.S. items that

fell into the miscellaneous category. The feature item re-

ported the nomination of Jane Fonda as best actress for 1972

by the New York critics. He published the item on the last

page of December 29 issue as a separate article. The article
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was not carried by the wire services, so apparently the

paper's correspondent reported the item.

The second U.S. item published in this category was the

launching postponement of Apollo 16 which the editor ran as a

three-column article at the bottom of the last page. Possi-

bly the amount of available space this editor had at his

disposal accounts for the publication of items in this cate-

gory, because unlike the other two editors, this editor had

an extra page that could be called a "grafitti" page. The

last page of the newspaper contained articles that ran from

a serious to a humorous nature and encompassed foreign,

national, and local items. No rule of thumb seemed to apply

to this page. Possibly, if the other two editors had such

a page, they also would have published more human interest

items.

Summary of News Editor B

News Editor B selected news with his diversified com-

munity as his frame of reference. His news selection was

evenly distributed in the various news categories, not show-

ing any preference for one type of news category.

Editor B primarily rejected items for editorial reasons,

with the usual reason for rejection of U.S. news being that
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it was "too localized." This editor was not influenced by

production procedures as the previous editor but he had more

available space and consequently, more freedom in news se-

lection.

Editor B described his readers as being from moderate to

conservative, but his emphasis on reactions to the bombard-

ment of North Vietnam, plus the content of the international

column, reflected a moderate to liberal content.

In reviewing his selection and in reviewing the two

issues of his newspaper, the editor appears to be systematic

and decisive in the handling of his copy. In his terse com-

ments of "use" and "not use" the editor apparently was

rejecting news by topics rather than by content. However,

he presented news fairly and presented U.S. news from all

categories, which gives his readers a broad base of U.S. in-

formation.

Foreign News Editor C

A professional journalist for two years, Editor C re-

ceived his law degree from a university in Nancy. The

editor, who is in his twenties, possessed definite beliefs as

to what constitutes news for his readers. In his question-

naire, Editor C did not say whether he belonged to any civic
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groups, nor did he reveal what were his major news sources.

However, his responses expressed definite and well-defined

perceptions of not only his community but also the outlying

regions his newspaper serves. In fact, of the three editors,

his news values were the most clearly defined.

Serving as both the foreign and the news editor, he al-

ternates his schedule with another editor which places him on

both the evening and morning schedule. As the editor who

chooses U.S. items, he writes the headlines, makes up the

pages, and edits the copy. The newspaper for which he works

publishes both evening and morning editions.

Newspaper C conforms to the apparent provincial formula

for newspaper organization in France. The front page empha-

sizes national news, with international news receiving second

ranked headlines. Rarely does the editor permit internation-

al headlines to over-ride national headlines.

Of the three French newspapers in this study, the front

page of Newspaper C resembles more that of the American front

page format than that of a French provincial newspaper. The

paper reflects a mixture of bold and heavy headlines instead

of the dominance of large bold type favored by the other two

newspapers. Over the three month "scanning" period, the
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paper's front page maintained a balanced, brace-makeup.

Usually, a two-column or one-column photo was placed toward

the middle of the page. A variation in the placement of the

photos marked the only change in the format.

Although, Newspaper C resembled the American newspaper

more than the other two French newspapers, the headlines

still dominated the front page, with only two to four para-

graphs under the heads. Since the front page was similar to

that of an American newspaper, the make-up may have appeared

more balanced and systematic to the researcher because of

familiarity with this type of make-up.

Newspaper C contained the usual regional coverage,

allotting one page for each of the six regions. Two pages

were sports pages, one was an editorial page featuring syndi-

cated columnists, and one page was for lotteries. Unlike the

previous two newspapers, this paper did not have a designated

page for women, but items for women appeared throughout the

paper. The last page contained news of any category includ-

ing crime, feature, and political items.

Results of the Questionnaire

Editor C said his newspaper did not have an established

policy toward any foreign news, U.S. or otherwise. For l
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example, the newspaper did not have an established anti-

American or pro-American policy toward foreign aid in the

Middle East. In the ranking of foreign news items, Newspaper

C, like Newspaper B, would publish British news in preference

to American news. Soviet news ranked third with Germany,

Italy, China, and South America following in that order.

Editor C stated there was a newspaper policy that does

not allow an editor to publish foreign items of other news-

paper articles. For example, A.P. carried two New York

Times articles stating the paper's editorial position on U.S.

bombardment in North Vietnam, none of which received publi-

cation in the newspaper.

Since foreign news Editor C was the last editor to edit

foreign news and apparently was free to choose what he wished,

he chose not to answer what types of news would be emphasized

or played down if he were editor of the paper.

This editor believes his readers are "ordinary" readers

with the typical financial problems and "family concerns,"

He also said, "geographical proximity and some reference to

the common interest of regional areas as well as the common

interest of the provincial area in its totality" is involved

in his selection of news. He said the common interest of the
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the area's social and economic groups are also involved in

his news selection. However, he did not explain or define

the social and economic groups.

The editor said he did not receive any pressure from

special interest groups or from management in his news se-

lection. According to his responses, no influences of any

type affect his selection, no bureaucratic influence, news-

paper policy, or supervisors affect his selection of foreign

news. Editor C said he tried to present instructive, in-

formative foreign news, mixed with human interest items. He

judged stories on their merit only.

In describing his role as foreign news editor, he said

he did not try to present a balance of news "per se", or try

to emphasize any category of news. He presented news as it

happened, choosing those items closest to his readers and

containing the highest count in news values. He concluded,

"It's best to give the people a broad general review of all

that's best in the news."

Spiked Cop

Editor C failed to receive notification of the test dates;

however, he was chosen to participate in the study over two

other editors because of frequent correspondence between the
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editor and researcher and because the researcher received the

newspaper for months, which permitted a more thorough know-

ledge of the newspaper and its editorial practices.

The editor received a duplicate of the wire copy receiv-

ed from another editor. This wire copy was chosen for the

following reasons: 1) all U.S. items and foreign items

were included in the wire copy; 2) the newspapers used the

identical wire agencies; and 3) both editors worked the

morning shift. This editor, from whom the wire copy was

taken, was not chosen because he failed to send his newspaper

nor did he return his questionnaire. The instructions asked

Editor C to write the reasons he rejected articles which did

not appear in his newspaper on the designated test days.

Although the editor did not participate under the identi-

cal test conditions as the other two editors, the variables

were minimized to such an extent, it was believed that the

test results could not seriously affect the general con-

clusions of the study.

Editor C's answers resembled essays. Detailed answers

drew a well-defined image of the editor and his newsroom

situation. Editorial reasons justified his rejection, possi-

bly a side effect of citing reasons at a later date than the
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other two editors in the study. Unlike Editor B who reject-

ed news categorically, Editor C chose items with a human

interest angle, whether they fell into the categories of

crime, government, or otherwise.

For example, he was the only editor to publish the

Apollo 16 item. He chose to run the article because the de-

parture date coincided with the 35th wedding anniversary of

one of the astronauts. This editorial inclination toward

human interest overlapped into his selection and rejection

of many U.S. items.

Unlike the previous editors, Editor C published more

items in the science category, leaving U.S. political or

governmental coverage to syndicated columnists on the edi-

torial page. Editor C published only the essential facts of

the Nixon-Sato news item, leaving the commentary upon the

meeting to a syndicated columnist whose column appeared on

the editorial page.

An editorial does not appear on the page designated a

the editorial page. Syndicated columnists who are special-

ists in their respective fields, whether economics, govern-

ment, or sports, write interpretative or opinionated articles

expressing their views.
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Editor C was mailed twenty-one U.S. items, fifteen of

which were dated December 29, He rejected nine (60%) for

editorial reasons and six (40%) for technical reasons. He

was mailed seventeen items dated January 7; eleven were re-

jected, all for editorial reasons, (see Table XI).

TABLE XI

REASONS FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR C REJECTED U.S. ITEMS
DATED DECEMBER 29 AND JANUARY 7

Reasons for Rejection
Date Technical Editorial

article expressed
December 29 no space 6 opinion 3

editorial policy 2
lacks reader

interest 4

January 7 0 lacks reader interest 9
too localized 2

Total 6 22

News Values

The questionnaire, spiked copy, and previous issues of

the newspaper established the news criteria for Editor C in

the major news categories of government, politics, business-

economics, and crime. Since the editor selected U.S. news

items at a later date, an examination of the newspaper was
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included. However, the copy selected at a later date nulli-

fied the question of whether production problems affect the

selection of copy of U.S. news, although the editor wrote

technical reasons for six U.S. items.

In the categories of government and politics, Editor C

would "boil down" all copy to the essential facts, leaving

interpretative or background material to syndicated colum-

nist carried by his newspaper. He would not choose numerous

items in these categories because of his preference for

local news with a human interest angle.

In economics-business, he would select only those U.S.

items which would affect the French economy, and in turn,

affect the respective regions his newspaper serves. He

would not use items from these categories over that of a

human interest item. Primarily, as in government and poli-

tics, Editor C prefers the specialist in these areas to

cover these matters. Also, he would not emphasize crime; he

would choose U.S. items from the categories of government or

politics over that of crime items.

Primarily, Editor C is a local editor, everyman's

editor, whose prime concern is to serve his community, leav-

ing international news to the larger papers and international
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news to the larger papers and international comment to the

syndicated columnist.

December 29 news test.--On December 29, Editor C pub-

lished one of the three U.S. news items that had been coded

as unfavorable to the U.S. However, he chose this article

primarily because it involved the Statue of Liberty. He

placed the U.S. item in a short news caption under a three-

column photograph of the Statue of Liberty. Treated in this

manner, the U.S. news item promoted the human interest angle

more than the political aspect of the statue's occupation as

a protest against the U.S. involvement in Vietnam. In fact,

he said, "The image is very popular in France; the political

side of occupation for us is very secondary."

He chose not to publish the appointment of the U.S. am-

bassador, saying that he never runs appointment stories unless

they are features. He published U.S. candidates in a news

brief, deleting background material. He rejected, as expect-

ed, U.S. items reporting reaction to U.S. bombardment of

North Vietnam, Paris Peace Talks, and U.S. talks between

Malta and Great Britain.

He published the item about President Nixon and German

Chancellor Willy Brandt meeting but reduced the copy to the
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outcome of the talks, saying this aspect was very important.

He chose to publish two U.S. items classified as fea-

tures, one reporting the future uses of sand from Mars and

the other about the dilemma of credit cards. He explained

that both articles carried news which eventually would affect

the lives of his readers, because France was "quickly becom-

ing a credit card nation," and because of medical benefits

described in the other article.

Out of the twenty-one articles, nineteen (92%) agreed

with the established news criteria, and two (8%) disagreed.

See Table XII below:

TABLE XII

NEWS TEST FOR FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR C
FOR DECEMBER 29

Editor's Selection
News Values Pass Reject Total

Pass 6 2 8
Reject 0 13 13

Total 6 15 21

a 62 4 .66
6 6

On December 29, 66 per cent of the errors in predicting

the performance of the editor can be eliminated using these

criteria of news values.
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Only two errors were made in predicting the editor's

selection using these criteria of news values. The U.S.

news item citing the increase in crime received publication

and the U.S. item reporting the raids on Hanoi. Both were

not expected to pass. If the crime item had not been a

statistical report, the selection might have been justified.

Since the editor rarely published anything outside the local

realm, the sidebar item about the raids on Hanoi could not

be explained, especially since it was the major U.S. item

about the bombardment carried on the wire that day.

Editor C published the report about the candidacy of

New York Mayor John Lindsay in a news brief, placing it on

the page for international news; he explained that Lindsay

was a known figure in France.

January 7 News Test.--Editor C published the stories

about bomb threats received by nine banks and the hijacking

of a Boeing 727 on the front page, as did the other two

French editors; however, Editor C was the only editor to

place the Boeing 727 hijacking in layout prominence over that

of the bomb threats. He preferred the human interest angle

that the hijackers were a Negro youth and a woman with her

small child.
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He also was the only editor to publish a U.S. item re-

porting the consequences of being a bigamist. He played

down Nixon's announcement for a second term, saying it "was

not a surprise." See Table XIII below:

TABLE XIII

NEWS TEST FOR FOREIGN NEWS EDITOR C
FOR JANUARY 7

Ed tor's Selection
News Values Pass Reject Total

Pass 5 6
Reject 1 10

Total 6 17

a = 6-2 .66
6 6

On January 7, 66 percent of the errors in predicting the

performance of the editor can be eliminated using the criteria

of news values.

Editor C published a U.S. crime incident reporting the re-

lease of Thomas Licavoli, a mobster arrested during the prohi-

bition era. Since this was not an item containing excessive

news values as a crime incident, it was not expected to pass.

Editor C rejected a U.S. story reporting numerous fires

involving the Hilton Hotels, an item published by the two
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other editors. Since fires on a scale such as this rank as

major news happenings, the story was expected to pass.

Editor C was the only editor to publish the McGraw-Hill

and Howard Hughes suit which charged that Clifford Irving did

not have the true biography of Howard Hughes. He remained

true to his criteria in selecting this U.S. item, placing it

as a priority over U.S. items reporting "straight news." He

also was the only editor to publish the Nader report limiting

the use of hexachlorophine, saying, 'always use Nader arti-

cles, for the French conservationists are in need of an

American model." Like the other two editors, he published

the U.S. bombing scare in which nine bomb threats were receiv-

ed, and he published the story about the hijacking of Boeing

727, placing both on the front page.

Summary of Editor C

Fitting the "barb's wit" mold, Editor C sees his

audience as one prefering that the news entertain inform. So
A

"with a once over lightly" touch of hard news, the editor hits

his audiences with amusing anecdotes and interesting capsules

of news, news that will benefit those whose primary concern

is the family's welfare and whose attitude is "what will it

do for me?"
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As he stated in his questionnaire, Editor C's goal in

selecting news was to "give the people a broad general review

of all that's best." He rejected many U.S. items because they

were too localized and because they did not possess the human

interest angle. Those possessing this quality, he passed

over the hard news items. If one word must describe his pre-

ference of news, it would have to be the "unusual" or

"amusing," that is, the human interest angle. Rarely did the

feature angle escape publication in his newspaper, but at the

same time, he did not neglect the international scene. He

covered the international spectrum, but only with the results

of the events; never did he examine the sequence of events or

the consequences of events. He assigned that role to the

syndicated columnist.

Editor C in his selection and in his response to the

questionnaire stated that his readers were ordinary readers

with typical financial problems and family concerns. His

news selection catered to this belief; in fact, Editor C's

news selection most closely corresponded with his description

of his audience. He said he tried to present instructive,

informative news, mixed with human interest items. He frank-

ly admitted that he did not try to present a balance of news

"per se" or try to emphasize a category of news; but he tried
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to present news as it happened. His selection of stories re-

flected this philosophy except for the dominance of "human

interest" articles. Editor C specifically defined his

audience and his selection corresponded with his definition.

Of the three editors, his selection reflects a particular

type of audience and an editor's perception of his community.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

To see whether societal and institutional influences

affect the selection of U.S. news by a French foreign news

editor, a comparison between the editors' news selection and

rejection was made. Also, a comparison of the editors' lay-

out and a comparison of U.S. items on the front page was

made.

Despite the limitation of a two-day time period, an

American reader should not fail to be impressed with the

amount of foreign news the French newspaper publishes daily.

The French papers publish far more foreign items than the

local U.S. newspaper does, and in about half of the amount of

space.1

Also, despite differences among the editors in selection

of U.S. news and emphasis in layout, there was a striking

TThe Flow ofNews, Zurich, International Press Institute,
1955, pp. 59-63. The average United States newspaper in this
1954 study used about four columns of foreign news a day.
These three French newspapers carried a minimum of four
columns of U.S. news on the front page alone. Jacques Kaysarin One Week's News, Paris, Unesco, 1953, showed that all six-teen foreign newspapers carried a greater proportion of
foreign news than the one U.S. newspaper he analyzed.
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similarity in the front-page coverage of U.S. items in the

three French newspapers. On December 29, two editors report-

ed the bombardment of North Vietnam, and all three reported

the meeting between President Nixon and West German Chancel-

lor Willy Brandt. Again on January 7, all three editors

published two identical U.S. news items about the hijacking

of a Boeing 727, and two editors published the bomb scare in

New York.

There was a positive correlation between the number of

allotted foreign news pages (space) and the volume of U.S.

news published. In other words, the number of pages a news-

paper printed appeared to be related to the volume of U.S.

news it carried.

Societal Influence

A comparison of the selection of U.S. news by the three

editors indicated that the editors tailored the news to fit

the perceived needs of their audiences. On December 29, the

three major U.S. wire services carried these major U.S. news

items: The bombardment of North Vietnam; the reactions to

the bombardment by congressional members; the meeting between

President Nixon and West German Chancellor Willy Brandt, and

a U.S. candidate item in which each announced his intent to
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run for the office of the presidency.

Editor A, who viewed his audience to be Gaullist, pub-

lished news stories favorable to the Nixon administration.

Generally, a Gaullist would favor the international policies

of the Nixon administration, a favoritism reflected in the

editor's selection.

Unlike Editor A, Editor B accepted negative comments on

the U.S. bombardment, the Nixon administration, and the

occupation of the Statue of Liberty. Editor B's selection of

news and layout emphasis is in sharp contrast to the Gaullist

emphasis of Editor A. Editor B described his audience as

being indifferent to Angela Davis but sympathetic to George

McGovern. The newspaper of Editor B is comparable to U.S.

newspapers that would be described as having a liberal edi-

torial position.

Editor C published a three-column picture of the Statue

of Liberty on the front page with a news caption, a layout

promoting the feature angle of the occupation more than the

political angle. He was the only editor to publish two

feature articles: The U.S. credit card dilemma article, and

the item reporting the future use of sand from Mars. Since

he believes his audience is primarily concerned with family

matters, Editor C chose not to overload his audience with
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international hard news but to please his audience, looking

for ways to benefit their lives personally. He chose to

omit the details of hard news, saving space for information

which would help his reader in a medical, scientific, or

self-improving manner.

The comparison of the three editors' selection and

omission of news articles, plus the layout emphasis, shows

that the French audiences receive different impressions of

the U.S. This different treatment of U.S. information does

not distort the U.S. image, but probably reinforces concepts

or attitudes already held by the respective French audiences.

The selection of U.S. items to please his audience indicates

that the editor's perception of his community affects the

selection of U.S. news. The omission and selection dif-

ferences among the three editors indicate that they choose

news to maintain the value systems of their particular com-

munities.

These results confirm the hypothesis that a societal

influence affects the selection of U.S. news by a foreign

news editor.
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Institutional Influence

Concerning the influence of the value system of their

superiors or newspaper policy in the selection of U.S. news,

the three editors said they did not receive pressure of any

type. This finding is contrary to the conclusions of many

gatekeeping studies which indicate that superiors, as well

as newspaper policy, affect the selection of news by editors.

Possibly, the French editors do not realize that a bureau-

cratic structure affects their news selection. Also, the

French editors, in responding to the questions, may have

tried to assure an American researcher that the French press

does not have any hostilities or biases toward American news,

particularly since the Vietnam war, at that time, remained a

sensitive international event. Their responses to the

questions seemed to reflect a tone of restraint, a defensive

attitude. So, instead of openly expressing needed improve-

ments in a newsroom situation, these editors may have placed

a protective shield around the French newsroom situation.

Since it is difficult to accept the responses of the

editors without question, the question whether the value sys-

tem of the superior or newspaper policy remains unanswered,

in this study.



Publication problems.--Again insufficient information

and numerous unanswered questions prevented any conclusion as

to the extent that production problems affect the selection

of U.S. news by a foreign news editor. Only two of the three

editors responded to this question, and there was no

additional information to offset this lack of participation

by one editor. Also, the inability to see in the newsroom

how the editors handle the flow of foreign news copy added

to the lack of information on how these editors handle or

eliminate technical and production problems.

Editor A indicated publication pressures severely

affect the selection of U.S. news by the foreign news editor,

but Editor B never cited production problems as the reason

for rejection. Time or mechanical factors did not appear to

be a problem in his newsroom situation. Editor C failed to

provide any information on this problem.

Selection of U.S. News and Wire Content.--Results indi-

cated a positive correlation between the content and wire

copy and the selection of U.S. news. On December 29, more

than half of the U.S. items carried by the wire services fell

into the categories of government, economics-business, and

political news. Four U.S. news items received front-page

coverage, three of the four fell into the government category

83
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and one in the political category.

January 7 brought wire copy dominated by U.S. crime news,

the placement of nine bombs in the vaults of New York banks,

and the hijacking of an airplane. Numerous sidebar items re-

lating to these two major incidents came across the wire.

Two editors published the bomb scare and all three editors

published the hijacking of a Boeing 727 on the front page.

Over the two-day period, eleven of the forty-two U.S.

items received front-page coverage; eight of the published

U.S. items fell into either politics or government. Of the

remaining three U.S. items to receive front-page publication,

two fell into the crime category, and one into the science

category.

The largest percentage of U.S. wire news fell into the

news categories of politics and government, 85% on December

29 and 52.4% on January 7. Likewise, the largest percentage

(72.7%) of U.S. news that received front-page publication

fell into the same categories. These results indicate that

the content of the wire copy affect the selection of U.S.

news. Apparently, there is a relationship between the number

of items received in a category and the selection of news

items from the same category.
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Conclusions

The methodology used in this study was not adequate for

the purposes of the study. As the study advanced, it became

more apparent that the observation method should have been

included. Only the observation of the newsroom situation

and in-depth interviews with the editors could have confirmed

whether an editor was selecting news on the basis of his per-

ception of his audience, his superiors, or his beliefs.

Without the systematic observation of how the editors

edit news, it is difficult to know whether the editors

placed the news items in broad classifications before they

selected items or whether they chose news as it came over the

wire. The questionnaire designed to obtain this information

failed to provide relevant information describing newsroom

procedures.

The two-day time period limited the study, and the re-

search period did not allow for daily or seasonal variations

in news selection. A longer time period was needed to es-

tablish an accurate selection pattern of the editor. As it

stands, the methodology used in this study permits only

broad generalizations based upon the data received.

The French editor sees his readers as members of special

interest groups and selects news items based upon this
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perception of his community as a mixture of interest groups.

These local editors believe their readers must know the truth

about the world but truth as it fits into their way of life.

Like the American editor studied by Walter Gieber, the

French editor permits the people of his community to keep

their value system, to keep their self-respect, and according-

ly, to choose news reinforcing the present attitudes and

standards of their community.

To determine the institutional influence, the study re-

lied upon the questionnaire; consequently, the study failed

to answer two of the three questions. The study indicated

that an editor's subjective value criteria are limited by the

number of news items available in certain news categories.

The study indicates the wire service decides what U.S. items

receive front-page publication. The remaining questions con-

cerning value system of the superior, newspaper policy, and

production problems remain unanswered.

The primary significance of this gatekeeping study lies

in those results that indicate the similarity between the

American gatekeeper and the French gatekeeper. This study

shows that the French foreign news editor is influenced in

his selection and play of U.S. news items by his view of his

audience and by the wire service (through the number of items
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made available by that service in certain news categories).

U.S. gatekeeper studies reveal similar influences on

American editors of wire stories. This finding alone should

stimulate more sophisticated research into the behavior and

the sociology of news editors.
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I.

l. Combien d'annees y a-t-il que vous habitez dans cette
ville?

2. La vie vous plal.t-elle dans cette ville? Oui Non

a. Si la reponse est affirmative, pourquoi vous platt-elle?

b. Si la reponse est negative, mentionnez quelques
aspects de la ville qui vous d4plaisent.

3. Estimez-vous que vos lecteurs aient de la sympathie,
de l'antipathie, ou de 1'indiffe'rence pour:

a. Angela davis
b. Les Pakistaneins qui restent au Bengla Desh
c. George McGovern
d. Husak (Techekoslovaquie)
e. Les Chinois en Formose
f. Radio Free Europe

4. Avez-vous un chef avec qui vous consultez regulierement
sur la selection et l'espace accorded aux plus importants
articles de presse concernant les Etats-Unis?

5. Classez, selon l'avis de vos supErieurs, les pays
suivants vis- -vis la priority accordere aux articles
se rapportant chaque pays:

Grande Bretagne
Allemagne
Italie
Union Sovidtique
Chine
Etats-Unis
Amerique du Sud

6. Combien de personnes suveillez-vous dans leur travail?
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7. Avez-vous le personnel exig4 pour faire le travail ndcessaire?

8. Sila reponse est negative, combien de personnes vous
faudrait-il pour pouvoir faire le travail?

9. Combien d'heures par jour passez-vous 'a lire la copie
telEimprim4e?

10. De combien de temps disposez-vous pour la selection
des articles et la disposition sur pages?

11. De combien d'espace disposez-vous d'ordinaire pour .0&
les articles provenant du tdleimprimeur? (Indiquez en
nombre de colonnes ou en fractions de pages.)

12. Combien de temps passez-vous a corriger la copie tel'imprinie?

13. Employez-vous le style de l'agence de presse ou le style
de votre journal?

14. Recrivez-vous les Premi&rs-paragraphes des articles?

les articles entiers?

15. Votre journal a-t-il une "politique etablie" vitagt un
aspect quelconque?

II.

1. En general, comment qualifieriez-vous la tendance politique
des gens a

2. Y a-t-il un groupe quelconque (industriel, economique,
ou politique) qui soit particulierement influent sur
la ville?



913. Est-ce que les lecteurs appartenant Ia ce(s) groupe(s)
exercent une influence qulelconque sur le journal?

Cette influence aurait-elle un effet sur votre travail
comme rddacteur aux informations etrangeres?

4. Avez-vous un chef qui vous impose ses attitudes ou ses
valeurs personnelles, qui seraient contraires aux votres
en tant que rddacteur aux informations etrangeres?

5. Esquissez les considerations de temps dont il faut tenir
compte: Avez-vous une heure-limite pour les pages intgrieures?

6. Ajoptez-vous des rensignements supple-mentaires aux
articles?

Que pensez-vous en general de q pratique?
acette.
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7. Categorisez-vous les divers articles?

8. Geftet voyez-vous votre r&le comme redacteur aux informations6trangeres?

9* Y a-t-il des categories de ,nouvelles etrangeres qu'ondoit surveiller en vue di7 eliminer ou de ne pas lesmettre en relief? Expliquez:

10. Y a-t-il des categories qu'on accentufe? Explique4:

11. Etes-vous d'accord ou non avecf 4politique etablie?"
(Specifiez chaque aspect)
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12. Est-ce que la politique du journal influe sur votre
travail dans la selection ou la disposition sur pages?
Explique r:

Quelle est la position e6ditoriale du journal vis-a-vis
Bangla Desh?

13. Pour la selection et la disposition des articles teleimprimees,
de quels facteurs tenez-vous compte?

Avez-vous pour guide votre propre definition de ce que
c'est que les nouvelles.
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14. Si vous etiez redacteur-en-chef du journal, quelles sortes

de nouvelles accentueriez-vous?

15. Si vous etiez redacteur-en-chef, y aurait des nouvelles
etrangeres,actuelement mises en relief, que vous
n'accentueriez pas? Pourquoi?

16. Quelles sortes d'articles proscririez-vous?
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17. Qu'est-ce que vous exige comme minimum pour assurer
ue la rebrique des nouvelles etrang~res soit bien
equilibr6e?

18. Etes-vous capable d'ordinaire de presenter une rbrique
des nouvelles 4trangeres qui est equilibree?

19. Etes-vous sa sfait en general du choix d'articles
offerts par les services d'informations?

20. Y aurait-il des articles provenant des services d'informations,
dont vous voudriez disposer en plus grande quantity.

21. Si vous etiez redacteur-en-chefquels changements, le
cas 6cheant, feriez-vous dans la redaction aux informations
trangqeres?
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22. Comment decririez-vous les lecteurs de votre journal?
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APPENDIX A

NEWS CATEGORIES

I. Political Activity

01. international, "national, or U.S. state activities
of candidates and office holders on international,
national, ,of U.S. state level.

98

02. Na tional defense: militarypreparations, civil defense, atomic test; foreign relations,
communications with other nations.

II. government

01. Act#vities of all branches of a government of a ation.

02. Foreign relations,; communications with other nations.

03. Social disorganization accidents, crime and vice.
epidemics, traffic.

04. Civic affairs; charity civic groups, education, religion,
interracial.

IV. Economics

01. Business and banking; discussion and news of commercialand financial activities.

02. Cost of living; market quotations

03. Stock and Bond markets

V. Labor

01. Labor and management relations

02. Strikes and negotations

VI. Culture and Science

01. Science and invention

02. Homemaking; news of and items on health and psychology

03. Cultural arts; art, music and theater.

04. Movies, kadio and television

05. Leibure time; vacation and travel items



VII. Human Interest

01 Personalities

9902.Marriage and divorce, cafe society

03. Cafe society

04. Ob.id ai Oi/,zaries

05. Weather

06. Oddities; stories of animals and anecdotal items
concerning persons

f
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Route 1, Box 827
Spicewood, Texas 78669
12 20 mars

Monsieur,

Je crois que c'est presque la fin, mais je dois encore vous
demander an service qui peut etre sera un peu ennuyeux. Je ne
crois pas que vous trouverez ce test de semantiques differentielles
difficiles, cela ne devrez pas vous prendre plus de cinq minutes;
malgre tout ce questionnaire nest pas long mais demande toute
votre attention.

Le questionnaire a deux parties: la premiere ne pose que des
questions pour des r6ponses courtes, la deuxieme, des rdponses
dans le genre d'une courte composition. Ces derni'eres demandent
plus de reflection et de temps donc ne r6pondez 'a ces questions
que quand vous en avez vraiment le temps. Vous pouvez prendre
tout le temps dont vous avez besoin pour y repondre; si vous
devez le garder de deux'a quatre semaines, ce ne fait rien.
Ces questions remplaceront un interview impossible. Elles auront
la valeur que vous avez l'obligeance de bien vouloir leur accorder.

J'espere que vous me croirez quand je vous dis que cette
6tude nest pour critiquer la facon dont les journaux franais
traitent les nouvelles amdricaines. Vous devez croire aussi que
sous aucune circonstance votre nom sera mentionne, ou votre
journal, ceci qui pourrait peut-6tre causer des sources de
malentendu. Vous serez dans cette etude, editeur A d'un journal
A.

Si vous avez un sujet de plainte sur votre metier, ou sur
les services de depeches our la tension que vous devez 4prouver
bien souvent, et que vous d6siriez en parler, n'hsitez pas 'a le
faire car ces''confessions'aideront 'a donner un meilleur apfercu.

Pour clarifier encore le but de mon etude, je cite les
differents points 6noncds dans le premier chapitre de ma these.
Vous verrez qu'ils n'ont pas change quand vous recevfrez la
version complete.

Je tiens a vous remercier encore pour votre patience. Ayez
l'obligeance de complbter le questionnaire qui est vraiment necessaire
pour mon etude. Je crois vraiment que cette enquete exposera les
problems qu'un 6diteur rencontre dans la selection d'informations
internationales. J'espere aussi que cela aidera nos critiques
internationales qui ont souvent tendance h juger trop vite, 'a etre
plus comprehensifs et plus toldrants.

En vous remerciant encore de votre gentillesse, je vous prie
d'agreer, Monsieur, l'expression de toute ma reconnaissance.

Elizabeth Norman



NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIVERSITY 102
DENTON, TEXAS 76203

DEPARTMENT OF JOURNALISM

Le 6 aof-t, 1971

Monsieur,
Nous avons l'honneur de nous adresser a vous, dans l'espoir que vous voudrez

bien participer 'a une investigation portant sur la circulation en France des
informations touchant aux Etats-Unis, et plus particulierement, sur le choix d'articles
de presse que doivent faire les redacteurs aux informations etrangeres. Cette
recherche, qui regoit l'appui financier du Southwestern Newspaper Fund, organisation
journalistique situse 'a Austin, Texas, se rattache a un programme d'6etudes menant
au Dipl6me d'Etudes Sup6rieures dans l'Ecole du Journalisme, a l'Universitg de North
Texas. Les resultats seront publics dans une these 6crite par une 6tudiante a la
fin de ses etudes sup6rieures. L'abreg6 de cette etude paraitra dans plusieurs
publications se rattachant aux differentes voies de communication, et chaque rdacteur
ayant participe d l'etude en recevra une copie.

Le succes de cette entreprise dpend, bien entendu, du degree de coopration que

daignera nous donner chaque redacteur aux informations visant les Etats-Unis. Nous

aurions besoin de savoir le nom desdits r6dacteurs, aussi bien que le titre de leurs

postes dans la redaction. Ces derniers renseignements ne meneront en aucune fagon

a une intrusion dans leur intimit6. Nous devons, toutefois, leur demander la permission

de imentionner leur nom dans un avant-propos a l'6etude, en tmoignage de notre
reconnaissance de leur cooperation, sans laquelle cette investigation ne pourrait pas
avoir lieu.

Voici en quoi consisterait cette participation que nous sollicitons. Chaque

r -dacteur devrait indiquer en &crit, au -verso de chaque article sortant du tleimprimeur
at portant sur les Etats.Unis qu'il dcide de rejeter, les raisons pour lesquelles

il ne slen sert pas. Ces commentaires, avec deux questionnaires qui seraient a
remplir, nous seraient alors remis. La feuille d'instructions que vous trouverez
ci-inclus explique les proc6des a suivre pour assurer la russite de investigation.

Comme comnunicateurs dtinformations, nous nous rendons tous compte de l'importance
croissante dl-une circ-ulation significati-ve de nouvelles parmi les nations, aussi bien

que la necessit6 d'augmenter le nombre d'investigations portant sur les communications

internationales, dans le but d'amliorer la qualit6 et la valeur de cette circulation.

Nous considgrons la present etude comme tres importante et votre aide comme

indispensable. Elle represente la premiere recherche chez les voies de communications

americaines, a se concentrer sur la circulation et la selection d'informations entre
la France et les Etats-Unis.

Nous vous prions de croire, monsieur, a cette expression de notre respect le
plus sincere.

Elizabeth Norman

Dr. Reginald Westmoreland, directeur,
Ecole du Journalisme
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I. Premiere tape.

A. Aux jours dsignes, le redacteur rassemblera tous les articles inutilisgs,
provenant du teleimprimeur et portant sur les Etats-Unis. Ceci comprend
tous les articles qu'il recevra dans toutes les catgories: economic,
politique 6trangere, sports, arts, faits divers, etc.

B. Proc6des a suivre

1. On previendra le rgdacteur par telgramme, a trois occasions
differentes, qu'il doit garder ces jours-la tous les articles
teleimprimes, portant sur les Etats-Unis et qu'il n'a pas l'intention
d'employer.

2. Apres que le redacteur aura accept' de participer E l'etude, nous
prendrons des dispositions pour rembourser les frais d'expdition des
renseignements en question.

3. Apres avoir regu ladite notification, le rdacteur gardera tous les
articles teleimprimes dont il ne se sert pas.

4. Son travail termin' le rdacteur doit parcourir tous les articles
rejef6s, 6crivant au verso de chaque article la raison pour laquelle
il l'a rejet6, par exemple, manque de place, raisons stylistiques,
propagande, trop vague, arrive trop tard, etc.

5. On mettra 'a la poste le plus t6t possible l'enveloppe qui portera
notre adresse.

II. Deuxieme 6tape de l'etude, a accomplir ' une date ulterieure
A. Le redacteur doit remplir deux questionnaires.

B. Procedes
1. Le r6dacteur recevra deux questionnaires sous un mme pli.

2. Il faudra mettre environ 10 minutes 'a remplir chacun.

3. Mettez les questionnaires dans l'enveloppe portant notre adresse, et
renvoyez-les-nous par courier.

III. Explication de investigation.
A. Propos. De prouver un rapport causal entre la circulation des nouvelles

et la selection des nouvelles.

B. Cette investigation se servira en partie des conclusions tires dans les
etudes suivantes:
1. The Flow of the News (La Circulation des nouvelles), public ea Zurich

en 1953 pour l'International Press Institue. Cette etude porte sur
la circulation des nouvelles parmi les nations aussi bien que le
volume de ces nouvelles.

2. Inner-City Daily in the USA and France: 1946-1969. Etudes en profondeur,
faites par le Professeur James H. Herring, de deux journaux reprsentatifs,
comparant l'gvaluation des nouvelles faite par un rdacteur frangais
et un redacteur amricain.

3. The Gatekeeper: A Case Study in the Selection of the News.(Le Portier:
Etude de la Selection des nouvelles). These doctorate de David
M. White qui porte sur la canalisation des nouvelles et l'influence
exercee a certains moments par ceux qu'il nome "les portiers."
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RENSIGNEMENTS PERSONNELS

I. Nom du rgdacteur ou des redacteurs aux informations etrangeres

Nom du redacteur

Adresse (la redaction)

Numrnro de telephone (bureau d'affaires)

Nom du redacteur

Adresse (la redaction)

Numenro de telephone (bureau d'affaires)

Nom du redacteur

Adresse (la redaction)

Numero de telephone (bureau d'affaires)

II. J'accepte de participer 6 l'atude
oui
non

III. Commentaires ou qestions, le cas echeant, sur investigation
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